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The i ne r t i a l confinement approach to fusion (ICF) depends on u t i l i z 
ing ul t ra-high power focused laser or ion beams to compress and heat 
deuterium-trit ium (DT) fuel to conditions under which i t w i l l ign i te and 

13 burn. Typical ly, focused in tensi t ies in the range of mid-10 to 
14 

mid-10 w a t | ? in one to several nanosecond duration pulses are used 
cm 

in present day ICF research. Capsules that contain the DT fuel are 
t yp ica l l y several tenths of a mil l imeter in size. However, many of the 
essential physics of the ICF process occur on sub-nanosecond time scales 
and on spatial scales of a few to tens of microns. These small space and 
time scales have necessitated the development of a diverse range of 
diagnostic concepts, instruments, and systems. 

The concept and goals of ICF w i l l be b r i e f l y reviewed and the new 
100 kJ class Nova laser f a c i l i t y w i l l be described. Experimental results 
obtained to date with Nova w i l l be summarized, and the discussions of 
diagnostics w i l l use examples on the present capabi l i t ies of Nova and new 
developments that are underway. The classes of diagnostic systems to be 
discussed fa l l - into three basic categories; op t i ca l , x-ray, and 
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partlcle. Examples of highly space resolved, time resolved, and 
spectrally resolved techniques as well as schemes involving combinations 
of these capabilities will be presented. 

Finally, a brief summary of the sophisticated acquisition and 
analysis system in use for Nova data will be provided. 

SUKHARY 
The inertlal confinement approach to fusion (ICF) relies on Igniting 

and burning DT fuel under conditions much different than those in the mag
netic confinement approach. The ICF approach 1s to achieve the requisite 
confinement and temperature conditions by compressing a small amount of 
fuel to very high density and temperature for which the confinement time 
needed to achieve significant fuel burn-up is very short. The ICF concept 
became viable with the invention and development of high power lasers. 
Such lasers are capable of concentrating their energy in space and time 
so as to produce enormous power densities which are capable of producing 
the conditions ICF requires. Fig. 1 Is a plot of electron density versus 
temperature which serves to indicate the contrast between the ICF and 
magnetic fusion regimes. 
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Fig. 1 - Electron density vs. temperature for te r res t r ia l and 
ext ra- ter rest r ia l plasmas. 
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Fig. 2 portrays the ICF process. A small amount of fusion fuel is 
contained in a hollow spherical capsule. The sphericity, wall uniformity, 
and surface finish of the glass or plastic capsule must be very precise. 
Bursts of laser light from a high power laser (or possibly Ions from an 
accelerator) are symmetrically and uniformly focussed onto the outer 
surface of the capsule of an intensity in the range of 10 - 10 2 
watts/cm in the "direct drive" approach. In the "Indirect drive" 
approach to ICF the energy carried in the laser Cor ion) beams Is first 
converted to a flux of soft x-rays which in turn bathe the target. In 
either case the outer portions of the capsule are very rapidly heated and 
begin to ablate away. The rocket-11ke action of the rapidly and uniformly 
expanding hot plasma drives the remaining portion of the capsule and the 
fuel radially inward. This resulting implosion compresses and heats the 
fuel to fusion conditions. The fuel must be compressed in a manner that 
produces a central "hot spot" (comprising a small fraction of the fuel) 
which ignites. The cooler fuel surrounding the hot spot must have 
sufficient density such that the alpha particles are stopped in it and 
heat it so that it burns. The capsule subsequently disassembles when the 
pressure overcomes the inertia of the assembled system. Discussion of 
the theory together with the details of many other aspects of ICF can be 
found in the textbook by Duderstadt and Hoses. 

-#- -,%- if: W 
F1g. 2 - Schematic description of the Inertial Confinement Fusion concept. 

The goal of ICF is to attain a gain of about 100 from this process. 
Gain 1s defined to be the ratio of the fusion energy produced to the 
laser (driver) energy used to drive the implosion. In an ultimate high 



gain capsule the few milligrams of DT fuel will be compressed to a 
density of 100-200 g/cm and a temperature of 8-10 keV. It would be 
driven by a temporally shaped pulse of about 10 ns duration and the 
Ignition and burn phase will take place in a volume of several 
tens-of-microns dimension and several tens-of-picoseconds duration. 

Achieving high gain capsule (or "target") performance will not only 
provide capabilities for a wider variety of high-energy density physics 
experiments, including weapons physics and other military applications, 
in the laboratory but will also demonstrate the scientific feasibility of 
ICF for civilian energy production applications. Several very promising 
concepts for central station electricity production ICF reactors have 

12/ been developed and analyzed. Of these the Cascade concept appears 
to be economically competitive with projected future coal and fission 

/3 4/ electricity production costs. ' In an ICF reactor, fuel capsules 
and the driver pulses are injected into a reaction chamber at a rate of 
approximately 5 sec" . The succession of fusion energy pulses heat a 
continuously renewed liner on the inner reaction chamber wall. Heat 
transferred from the liner material then drives electricity generating 
machinery. Ultimately the Invention and development of a direct 
conversion process could increase the efficiency of an ICF power plant 
above its already projected excellent level. 

ICF research world-wide in recent years has resulted in substantial 
advances in the understanding of all aspects of the illumination, heating 
and implosion of ICF capsules. Perhaps of greatest impact is the 
verification that laser wavelengths shorter than 1 jim significantly 
improve ICF target performance. ' Experiments 1n the mid-and-late 
1970s and the early 1980s showed that the production of suprathermal 
electrons in the laser-plasma interaction process was a serious problem 
when lasers with wavelengths of 1 iim or longer were used. These fluxes 
of suprathermal electrons can penetrate a target, deposit energy and 
preheat it thereby greatly degrading the performance. Furthermore, laser 
light absorption by the targets was not as high as desired, and, of 
interest for the Indirect drive approach, the efficiency for conversion 
of lassr light to x-rays was not as high as desired. Since the earliest 
days of ICF It had been predicted that "short" laser wavelengths would be 
better, but in the absence of detailed experimental data, It was not 
certain what "short" meant. Experiments with CO, Users (X - 10.6 VN) 
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showed that the efficiency of suprathermal electron production often 
approached 1002 and it became evident that this wavelength laser could 
not be used for ICF. Experiments at LLNL and several other laboratories 
with Nd:glass lasers (X ~ 1 urn) also showed that under many conditions 
suprathermal electron production was still too high at that wavelength. 

Experiments at numerous laboratories using shorter wavelengths 
<\ - 0.53 \m, 0.35 jim and X - 0.26 pm, the second, third, and fourth 
harmonics of the output of a Nd:g1ass lasers) using the "frequency 
converted" output of Nd:glass lasers have uerif1ed that wavelengths 
shorter than 1 ym dramatically improve the laser-target coupling. Fig. 3 
summarizes the LLNL results for absorption, x-ray conversion efficiency 
and suprathermal electron production (as measured by "hot" x-ray emission) 
versus wavelength for ICF relevant target irradiation conditions. The 
improvement realized at 0.53 pm and 0.35 pm is rnadily evident. These 
results have eliminated what was a major issue for ICF, the suprathermal 
electron preheat problem; short wavelengths also Improve target absorption 
and x-ray conversion efficiency. 
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Fig. 3 - Laser-plasma Interaction physics scales favorably as the laser 
wavelength is shortened. 

The 100 kilojoule Nova Hd:glass laser facility at Livermore is 
currently the world's most powerful and sophisticated ICF experimental 
facility. Fig. 4 shows the development of ICF laser facilities at 
Livermore over the last 15 years. Nova, and its predecessor Novette, are 



frequency converted Nd:lasers. Nov.. MtilUes a tandem array of KDP 
frequency conversion crystals 1n each of Its ten beams to provide for 
efficient (up to =: 70%) conversion of Its output to the second-or-third-
harmonics (0.53 yim or 0.35 \im). By de-tuning the crystals experiments 
can also be performed with the fundamental 1.05 urn wavelength. 
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Fig. 4 - The first solid state laser (ruby) was demonstrated by Maiman at 
Hughes in 1961. The development of high power solid state 
(Nd:glass) lasers has progressed rapidly at LLNL. 

Fig. 5 - Rendering of the Nova laser showing the main laser bay (right), 
switchyard (front center), ten-beam target chamber area (rear 
center) and the two-beam target chamber area (left). 
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Fig. 6 - Photograph 1n the Nova laser bay showing portions of the ten 
laser chains. 

Fig. 7 - Photograph of the 4.6 m diameter Nova 10-beam target chamber. 
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Fig. B - Photograph showing the Nova 2-beam target area. 

Fig. 5 is an a r t i s t ' s rendering of Nova. Figs. 6, 7, and 8 are 
photographs of the Nova laser bay showing a port ion of the ten laser 
chains, the 10-beam target chamber, and the smaller 2-beam target 
chamber, respectively. 

The GEKKO XI I laser at Osaka University in Japan is a 20-30 kJ 
12-beam Nd:glass laser system (frequency converted) devoted to ICF 
research. The Phebus laser at Centre d'Etude Llmeil-Valenton, France is 
a 20 kJ class laser f a c i l i t y that is basical ly two beams of Nova. In 
addit ion there are several k i lo jou le class ICF laser f a c i l i t i e s in 
operation in laboratories world-wide. 

In an alternate approach the PBFA I I l i gh t ion (Li ions) accelerator 
i s being developed as a potential ICF dr iver by Sandia National 
Laboratory. I t is potent ia l ly capable of del iver ing 1-2 Mj of ions in 
10 ns. The major construction of the f a c i l i t y is complete and test ing, 
evaluation and further development Is underway. To focus an ion beam on 
target at the in tensi ty and with the pulse shape required for high gain 
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ICF wil l require a considerable amount of additional work. Heavy ten 
accelerators are also being studied as potential ICF drivers at several 
laboratories. 

Inertial expariments with Nova have produced two significant 
results. Using a simple directly-driven 01 f i l l ed capsule illuminated 
with 17 kj of 0.35 )im light 1n a 1 ns duration pulse a record yield of 
10 DT neutrons was obtained. In this simple target, designed to 
provide a burst of neutrons as a source for advanced diagnostic testing, 
the fuel reached a temperature of 10 keV, but at relatively low density. 

In separate experiments the f i r s t attempts with indirectly (x-ray) 
driven targets of a type designed to achieve high density, with 18 kJ of 
0.3* ;im light a 1 ns pulse, record confinement conditions for ICF and 
(and equalling those attained 1n the magnetic confinement fusion program) 
were achieved. In these experiments the n t9- o n value was 1n the range 

of 2 - 4 x 10 1 4 key-sec, 
cm 3 

Nova is presently operating at about one-third of its ultimate energy 
and power capability. Given that up to three times more laser energy 
will be available 1n the future, and that xhe two experiments Just 
described an> first attempts, the results are excellent and extremely 
encouraging that substantial 1ii»rovement will be realized with Nova 
during the next 2-3 years. Fig. 9 summarizes progress in Improved fusion 
confinement conditions achieved with the Livermore ICF lasers. 

The small space and time scales characteristic of ICF dictate the 
requirements for diagnostics. TABLE I summarizes the resolutions and 
ranges required for ICF diagnostics. The space and time scales of 
microns and picoseconds have particularly driven the development of 
diagnostic instruments and systems. At the beginning of major ICF 
research activities in the early 1970s very few of the capabilities 
indicated by the entries in TABL. I existed. Today, some of them do, 
however, there is considerable development and improvement underway and 
more remaining to be done. 

To illustrate the scope ui capabilities that exist today TABLE II 
lists the complement of instruments currently Installed for target 
.'1 agnostics at Nova. Upon scanning the entries in TABLE II the heavy 
reliance on streak cameras in various applications becomes evident. 
Opto-electronic ultrafast streak cameras are essential instruments for 
diagnosing ICF experiments. They provide time resolution in the 
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Fig. 9 - Fusion confinement conditions have improved steadily with the 
succession of Increasingly powerful lasers at LLNL. 

TABLE I 
Diagnostic requirements for ICF 

1 0 1 6 cm"3 < n K 1 0 2 6 cm" 3 

1 eV < hv < 500 keV 

1 eV < E < 14 MeV 

1 /am < Ax < 1 cm 

1 psec < At < 20 nsec 

Data obtained on a single shot basis 
Compatible with computer aided data acquisition 
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1-10 picosecond range (depending on camera specifics), can record for 
durations ranging from one to a few nanoseconds, provide high sensitivity, 
are adaptable to a variety of input waveiengtht. and offer one dimension 
of space resolution. These devices have been developed to a high degree 
of sophistication and re l iabi l i ty and are now uti l ized In a variety of 
complex diagnostic systems. 

TABLE II 
Diagnostics in use at the Nova laser fac i l i ty 

Wavelength Rang* 

W) Diagnostics Purpose 

10,000 A - 2000 A • Pin diode i m y • Laser-plasma inter-
o Multichannel-streak action physics 

camera • Plasma 
• Speetrogrjph-streak cheracterization 

camera (3) • Lffscr dr iven 
• Ctisegrain telescope- «hock waves 

strerlt camera 

• < 100 pMC 
Framing camera 

5 0 0 A - 4 4 A • Grating incidence- • X U V / s o t t x-ray 
gated spectrometer later 
(2) » Plasma 

« Tranimitsiri grating cfaractertiation 
streak camera 

• X-ray diodes 

44A-1A • x<m «*••*• • X^ey effiheleA 
• ln:P array • X-ray apectieweey 
• Pn/Mtacuk • Plaema 

detectors cheracteriutkMi 
• BVeeflcryital • Heated pletme 

apecuomtten dimaniioni 
• Pinhole camera • Enerey tramport 
• Multichannel x-ray v d symmetry 

streak camera * Comprenton 
• Pinhatestreek 

camera 
experimsnts 

• Pinhole camera* <4) Iptttd) 
• I X K-8 mfcro-

(4chemel] 
e eVeejcryitel 

ipecPewetet-Wreek 

• 22 X aroiter t ntcroesope/Rreak camera 

1 A - 0.02 A • Mult ichannel filter • Laser-plasma 
lluorescer interaction 

• Zone plates • Energy transport 

• Compression 
experiments 

Particle Diagnostic Purpose 

DT fuiion neutrons • Cu activation (2) * Fu i ion yield 

• Fluor microchannal • Ion 
plate temperature 

• Neutron activation * Compression 
experiments 

D,T knock -arti • Track detectors • Compression 
experiments 
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TABLE III 
Streak camera based ICF diagnostic systems 

• »-«n WllHUltflli — Camaliaaaaa-ia» aMaaaaaHWaMJtaaaaaaMwawaTaTl 
a*aaaa w i t p i i * anal ̂  •••ay MMnlMlcn a>at)^. anvMai Una paN^^tf 

n w « « H w * aamlMawa • • « » laaaanf #aaaniaak 

• x-»arcnrfi*i —K-faTawimMi«artiiai«w»aaa-faraaraaaai 

[ K - I X l l ' j M N M M l r i i t o l M h l N * 

»— miMawi ai i-cn ipimiifcM law hav« ar - nj un 
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m i l i i l « t « « ? M l i — I ta»iii««-nt—!•<••• l iaaal 
M H I I I I I I hi -»am.fcaha4fct iwiaa — m i aaaial nwtrt iw. 

• Oatical artamataf — Tawa laaahraA i t a h t t awaaaHj iwaaia I I 
In « M a* iha«a waMaliiiiiai aanala 

• Oajtkal avactramalar — C m M m • afatlaf atactfamatar wHfi • atravk 
o m e n tat Hma raaahraa* n — i i H M af 
• M « n % MapafB** atftaal tifMI* 

• Oatkal/a-rarcamara — I W I M M I Mil riwi* aaai aaalaalripiahw 

' *?****'"** — K N M H l i m a r « M » r a 4 a - r a r a m l a a l a r i to 
p m ™ " aavaral tpactral b a n * that i f * 4afiM4 BY 

•failna IncManca mirrafs aaal abaarptam flHara. 

Optical versions of ultrafast streak cameras are used with a variety 
of optical imaging and/or dispersing elements for measuring 
quantitatively the time dependent optical emissions in la ; er-target 
interaction experiments as well as diagnosing the laser pulses. X-ray 
sensitive versions of these cameras are used with analogous x-ray optical 
elements—imaging and/or dispersing—for quantitative time-resolved x-ray 
diagnostics. TABLE I I I l ists general descriptions of several types of 
these diagnostic instruments. 

Developments in x-ray optics in recent years have had a significant 
impact on x-ray diagnostics capabilities. '• Grazing Incidence 
reflecting x-ray microscopes of both the axi-symmetric (Wolter) type and 
the open double reflecting geometry (Kirkpatrick-Baez) type have been 
successfully used for a number of years for both time Integrated and 
time-resolved (with a streak camera) x-ray imaging of ICF plasmas. These 
devices have generally been limited to imaging x-rays cf up to 2 to 
3 keV. With the development of the technology for fabricating synthetic 
multi-layers. I t is now possible to apply coatings to the K-B type 
microscopes to extend their applicability to x-rays in the range of 
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nearly 10 keV. When combined with a suitable x-ray backlighting source, 
these devices make i t possible to use more penetrating radiation to probe 
and image ICF targets. 

The development of synthetic multi-layers has also made possible 
other forms of x-ray reflectors and x-ray beam-splitters. Advances in 
microfabrication technology have also resulted in Fresnel zone plate 
diffraction focussing devices for x-rays. Fig. 10 depicts an application. 

Fig. 10 - Schematic of an ICF x-ray backlighting diagnostic system 
utilizing a Fresnel zone plate and a synthetic multi-layer 
x-ray mirror. 

The bulk of the optical and x-ray diagnostics listed in TABLES II and 
III are quite well developed and understood and provide quantitative data 
on a reliable basis. It is from these instruments that the bulk of data 
on laser-plasma Interactions physics and some data on the implosion phase 
of an ICF capsule are obtained. 

ICF research has progressed to the point today where the experimental 
and diagnostic challenges are in the areas of understanding the details 
of the kinematics, symmetry and fluid dynamic stability of the implosion 
process and the final fusion fuel conditions, particularly in targets 
that achieve moderate to high fuel density and which may be relatively 
cold. While some existing diagnostic capabilities can provide valuable 
Information on these processes new techniques must be developed to 
provide the necessary detailed understanding. Fig. 11 illustrates the 
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diagnostic problem encountered as the regime of high density targets is 
entered. For the very low density exploding pusher ("EP") targets, a 
type characteristic of the early days of the program, even 2 keV x-rays 
freely escaped the target and could be measured or used as a probe 
source. Progressing to the right to the regime of achieving a compressed 
fuel density of = 200 gm/cm3 (1000 x the density of liquid DT), 1t is 
seen that very high energy (> 10 kaV) x-rays are required to diagnose 
the target or one must depend on utilizing the information carried by the 
fusion neutrons, the only other radiation that escapes or can penetrate 
the target. 

Fig. 11 - Transmission of photons and particles through ICF targets in 
terms of an equivalent areal mass density of Si02- As the 
density of compressed targets has increased from the low 
density explodlng-pusher (EP) type and approaches 1000 times 
the density of liquid DT ( 200 g/cm 3) the number of 
diagnostics possibilities become limited. At the highest 
densities only very high energy x-rays or energetic fusion 
reaction products can penetrate or escape a target for 
measurement. 

TABLE IV summarizes possible techniques applicable to iJisasuring the 
parameters listed across the top of the table. As mentioned above, x-ray 
backlighting can be applied to high density targets only with x-rays of 
sufficient energy. There are two basic approaches to x-ray backlighting, 
long pulse and short pulse. In the long pulse approach a probing burst 
of x-rays whose duration 1s much longer than the process to be studied 
(I.e., the capsule Implosion) 1s produced, usually by irradiating a 
second target (a foil or the tip of a wire) with one or two laser beams. 
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The time resolution needed to follow, for example, the radius-time 
history of a capsule implosion Is provided by using a streak camera 
(one-d1mensional) or a framing camera (two-dimensional) to record the 
data. Ultrafast framing cameras with the spatial resolutions (a few 
microns) and frame time (5-10 picoseconds) required for Implosion 
symmetry measurements are not yet available and are under Intense 
development. Fig. 12 Illustrates the gated Image scheme for an ultra 
fast framing camera currently in an advanced stage of development in the 
Llvermore ICF Program.' 1 3' 

TABLE IV 
Applications of some ICF diagnostic techniques 

Neutron 
yield • 
Neutron 
time-of-flight, 
spectroscopy 

• • 
X-ray self-
or seed-
emission 

• • • • • • • 

X-ray back
lighting • • • • • • 
Radio 
chemistry • • • • 
Neutron 
imaging • • • 

The remaining diagnostic approaches listed in TABLE IV utilize 
measurements based on the neutron production by the fusion fuel. The 
techniques for simply measuring neutron yield are quite well developed. 
Schemes involving measurement of neutron induced activation of target 
seed materials (radio chemistry) have been applied to ICF targets to 
obtain Indirect measurements of compressed fuel density. ' " 
Further development of this technique using appropriately chosen and 
positioned tracers can lead to obtain!t,g other types of information 
indicated In the table. This technique depends basically on collecting 
and retrieving a calibrated amount of the target debris and then 
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Fig. 12 - Schematic of a transmission line gated ultrafast frairing camera concept. 
measuring the activated tracer 1n a suitable counting s y s t e m . / 1 6 , 1 7 / 

There are materials and target fabrication technologies that nust be 
developed in order to effectively utilize this technique for obtaining 
fuel density and Interface mixing Information. 

Intensive work is underway toward developing advanced diagnostics 
systems for neutron spectroscopy, high resolution neutron imagipg, and 
techniques for neutron measurements with high time resolution. TABLE V 
summaries in somewhat more detail the physics parameters that need to be 
measured and candidate measurement techniques. 

One technique that is being utilized to measure ilie fuel 
density-radius product in an Imploded ICF target depends on measuring 
the yield of DT neutrons produced when only deuterium Is used as fuel. 
Half of the DD reactions produce an energetic triton which can 
subsequently interact with a fuel deuteron to produce a so-called 
"secondary" DT reaction. Fig. 13 shows an analysis' 1 8' which shows the 
fraction of the yield from DD fuel that appears in the form of these 
secondary DT neutrons plotted as a function of fuel areal density. For 
<pR> up to z. 10" g/cm2 the measured fraction can give a 
reliable value of <pR> Independent of fuel temperature. Above that 
the fraction 1s more strongly on fuel temperature, as shown. An 
independent measure of the fuel temperature from the width of the Doppler 
broadened neutron spectrum allows estimates of <pR> from the secondary 
DT yield at the higher densities. ICF targets are essentially point 
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TABLE V 
ICF Physics Implosion parameters and techniques for their measurement 

Parameter Measurement Technique 

• Fuel ion temperature 
• Implosion time 
• Fuel areal density 

• Pusher areal density 

• Burn duration 

• Spatial extent of burn region 

• Convergence/symmetry 

• Neutron time of flight 
• Time of flight + timing fiducial 
• DT/OD neutron ratio and 

DT neutron spectra 
Tracer activation 

• Neutron activation 
• Neutron streak camera; gated 

transmission lines 

• Neutron, proton (D-3He) imaging 
with coded apertures 

• X-ray framing cameras; 
X-ray streak cameras 

sources, 1n space and time, of neutrons. Therefore :*ith an acceptable 
combination of yield and detector time resolution and efficiency, time-of-
f l ight measurements can be readily made with the detector at a sufficient
ly large distance from the target to provide the temperati're measurement. 
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Fig. 13 - The number of secondary DT reactions (expressed as a fraction 
of the number of DD reactions) produced in a deuterium f i l l ed 
capsule plotted against fuel <pR> for different 
temperatures. 

The energy spectrum of these secondary DT neutrons produced from a 
deuterium f i l led target can also S"n/e, over 4 limited range of fuel 
density, as a measure of <pR>. Fit". 14 shows calculated examples of 
the secondary DT neutron spectrum for two different conditions'of 
<pR> /19/ At sufficiently low density, when the trlton is not 
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stopped in the fuel, the spectrum is as shown on the left. At the other 
extreme when the triton is just stopped 1n the fuel, the spectral shape 
is as shown on the right. For Intermediate values the spectral shape can 
ba related to <pR>. Note that this technique is limited to modest 
f.el density. Ultimate high gain ICF targets must achieve fuel <pR> 
in the range 1-3 g/cm . 

6 = 1 keV, 
</>R> = 1 mg/cm 2 

6 « 1 keV, 
<jjR> = 50 mg/cm 2 
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Fig. 14 - The spectrum of the secondary DT neutrons emitted from a 
deuterium filled capsule for two different values of fuel 
<pR>. 

Of more comprehensive applicability as a diagnostic of fuel <pR> 
in high density ICF target implosions ;re measurements of the effects of 
neutron interactions 1n the dense fuel. Fig. 15 is a calculated neutron 
spectrum from a OT capsule that achieves ZOOx (40 g/cm3> density. The 
times given for the 14 MeV and 2.5 HeV neutrons peaks are the approximate 
flight times to a detector placed 1 m from the target. The fraction of 
the scattered OT neutrons that are in the energy interval from about 2 to 
12 MeV 1s related to fuel <pR> as indicated 1n the figure. Only 
about IS of the 14 MeV neutrons are scattered into the lower energy 
distribution so that In order for this technique to be viable a detector 
with suitable sensitivity and spectral resolution must be developed. The 
calculation shown in Fig. 15 1s for a 1:1 DT mixture. The TT reactions 
that take place in the fuel result in a spectrum of neutrons as shown. 
This background can interfere seriously with a measurement of the 
scattered DT neutrons. However, by reducing the tritium content of the 
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fuel, this effect can be greatly reduced. Fig. 16 shows the same type of 
calculation for a 9:1 DT mixture. The TT neutron production 1s greatly 
reduced compared to the DT spectrum. However, Interference and 
background caused by scattering from the target chamber and other object! 
and diagnostics 1n the chamber, as well as the gamma-rays also produced 
appear to seriously limit the applicability of using these down-scattered 
neutrons as a reliable fuel <pR> diagnostic. 
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Fig. 15 - Neutron spectrum from a DT (1:1 D to T mix) filled ICF capsule 
for the conditions given. 
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16 - Neutron spectrum from a DT (9:1 D to T mix) filled ICF capsule 
for the conditions given. 

A different concept currently being studied at LLNL is based on 
measuring up-shifted neutrons. / 2 0 , 2 1 / Hith a DT filled capsule a 
14 MeV neutron can scatter off a D or a T in the fuel. The resulting 
"suprathermal" D or T can then react with a T or D, respectively, 
producing a spectrum of neutrons in the 15 MeV range. Being a two step 
process the number of these neutrons is proportional to <pR> . The 
measurement requires higher yield than the others, 
immune to Interfering backgrounds. 

but is relatively 
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In support of these techniques, neutron detector development is 
underway. Fig. 17 shows the minimum neutron yield required ( Y t t l r e s n ) 
vs. Log <pR> for some detector systems. The high density regime of ICF 
targets 1s also indicated. The lines show yield thresholds for which the 
types of detectors with which they are labeled are applicable to the type 
of measurement indicated. 

AmkffMtod 
hlfhdmlty 

lotOtOtTcm' 

Fig. '7 - Threshold neutron yield required for several candidate fuel 
<pR> diagnostics. 

The current emphasijs at LLNL is on developing arrays of Si detectors 
and arrays of scintillation detectors for the scattered neutron 
approach. The term sec n on the plot refers to the up-shifted 
(= 15 MeV) neutrons discussed above. Note, as mentioned earlier, that 
the secondary DT yield produced in DO filled capsules does not extend 
into the interesting high density regime. The detector array approaches 
are ones that relax the need for very high tlmis resolution detectors. 
The arrays, comprising 100 or more individual (dements, are positioned 
and collimated so that each detector element records, statistically, one 
event on an experiment. The event time 1s accurately referenced so that 
the neutron energy can be determined. From th<> array of signals a 
measure of the relevant spectral region can be obtained. 

Work, is also underway to evf.luate the feasibility of a very fast 
neutron detector, a neutron streak camera. Based on now-standard 
ultrafast streak camera technology such a device could detect neutrons 
with a time resolution in the 30-50 picosecond regime. A UO, foil 
cathode produces low energy electrons as the fission fragments (from the 
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netiron Induced fission of U ) slow down 1n the cathode. Such a 
camera may allow neutron spectral measurements, and, 1f placed close 
enough to a target, a very Important measurement of the burn-time. 
F1g. 18 Is a schematic of a conceptual neutron streak camera being 
considered at LLNL. 

Fig. 18 - Schematic of an ultrafast neutron sensitive streak camera. 
Finally, imaging the neutron emission from the compressed, hot fuel 

in an ICF target can reveal information about implosion symmetry, 
stability, and possibly the mix of capsule materials Into the fuel. 
Neutron pinhole (collimator) Imaging requires high yields 1n order to 
obtain images with the requisite few micron resolution. Fig. 19 shows 
calculations of required neutron yield vs. object distance for various 
"pinhole" diameters for the other conditions shown. Another possible 
approach that can provide much greater sensitivity Is based on the well-
proven coded aperture Imaging technique. This technique, using micro-
Fresnel zone plates has been successfully used to obtain high resolution 

1221 
soft and hard x-ray and alpha-particle Images of ICF capsules. /23/ Adoptations of this scheme are under study for neutrons, and if the 
technology proves feasible and can be developed, could provide time-
integrated high resolution images of the reacting fuel region. A 
remaining challenge Is to devise concepts and techniques that would 
provide time-resolved imaging of the reacting fuel. 
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Fig. 19 - Required neutron yield versus object distance for "pinhole" 
imaging of the burn region of an ICF capsule. The resolution 
obtainable at the capsule 1s given by the "pinhole" size. The 
calculations are based on obtaining 100 neutrons per image 
(detector) plane resolution element. 

In the area of data reduction, analysis and management ICF 
Laboratories are making use of modern computer based systems. At LLNL 
the Nova laser facility utilizes a network of three VAX 11/780 computers 
and over 100 LSI-11 microprocessors for the control, operation and 
diagnostics of the system. A fourth computer, a VAX 11/785 is connected 
to the Nova control system via a fiber optic link. Raw laser and target 
data acquired by the control computers are set over the link to that 
machine in the Laser Experiments Analysis Facility (LEAF). A 
schematic of this facility 1s given 1n Fig. 20. At LEAF the raw data are 
combined with calibration factors and other configuration data for 
reduction, analysis, and archival. LEAF 1s a user friendly, prompted 
•system that features a large number of programs for data reduction, 
analysis and display, diagnostic instrument design, and numerous other 
functions. A special feature of LEAF is the Electronic Shotbook 
program. All reduced experimental data Is placed in Shotbook. Any 
authorized user can access, plot, 11st and compare or contrast data from 
an office terminal. Because photographic film 1s used to record data 
from some streak cameras and spectrometers, LEAF has a dedicated 
microdensitometer to allow rapid film reading and entry of the data. The 

r -Minimum object dis
tance (10 cm colli> 
melor length, 40 um 
source diameter) 
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L.EAF facility has relieved the experimentalists and diagnosticians from 
many of the routine chores of data reduction and handling and enhanced 
their productivity by allowing them more tits for the analysis and 
evaluation of experiments. 

Fig. 20 - Block diagram of the LLNL Laser Experiments Analysis Facility. 
There has been rapid and substantial progress in ICF 1n the last few 

years. The prospects for its success have never been better. 
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